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A Request: “Pretend to Be More Optimistic” 
From UPC United Poultry Concerns 

January 23, 2022 

 

On January 11, I (Karen Davis) posted a comment to the Jan. 10 New York Times article In a First, Man 

Receives a Heart From a Genetically Altered Pig. The comment sparked a critique by cognitive science 

professor, Stevan Harnad, which is posted on his website Skywritings. 

 

Here is my comment, followed by Dr. Harnad’s critique, for which I thank him very much. 

 

“Every single objection to the experimental use of animals – vivisection, genetic engineering, etc. –has 

been ignored and overridden by the scientific industry, and this is not going to change no matter how 

morally obnoxious, heartless and cruel to the members of other species. The majority of human beings are 

completely speciesist and regard (other) animals as inferior to ourselves and fit to be exploited for human 

‘benefit’ including mere curiosity. Among the latest animal-abuse crazes is the factory-farming of 

octopuses. Of course! We just HAVE TO BE ABLE TO EAT THESE ANIMALS! The human nightmare 

is too overwhelming and it cannot be stopped although those of us who care about animals and object to 

how viciously we treat them must continue to raise our voices.” 

– Karen Davis 

 

13TH JANUARY 2022 BY STEVAN HARNAD 

Drawing the line on human vital necessities 

Karen Davis is a wonderful, tireless, passionate and invaluable advocate and protector for animals. I share 

almost every one of the feelings she expresses in her comment that Marc [Bekoff] posted. 

 

But, for strategic reasons, and for the sake of the victims that we are all committed to rescuing from their 

terrible fates, I beg Karen to try to pretend to be more optimistic. I will explain 

 

From Karen Davis, UPC:  

 

KD: Every single objection to the experimental use of animals – vivisection, genetic engineering, etc. – 

has been ignored and overridden by the scientific industry. 

 

This is true, except that there is no “scientific industry”: there is industry and there is science, and 

sometimes some scientists collaborate or even collude with industry. But scientists are more likely to be 

persuaded by evidence and ethics than industrialists. 

 

KD: … and this is not going to change no matter how morally obnoxious, heartless and cruel to the 

members of other species. 

 

That there is a monumental, monstrous, and unpardonable amount of human moral obdurateness, 

heartlessness and cruelty toward other species is patently and tragically and undeniably true. But that “this 

is not going to change” is just an (understandably bitter) hypothesis based on countless years of 

https://upc-online.org/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/10/health/heart-transplant-pig-bennett.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/10/health/heart-transplant-pig-bennett.html
https://generic.wordpress.soton.ac.uk/skywritings/2022/01/13/drawing-the-line-on-human-vital-necessities/
https://generic.wordpress.soton.ac.uk/skywritings/2022/01/13/drawing-the-line-on-human-vital-necessities/
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unremitting (and increasing) suffering inflicted on other species by humans. The hypothesis may or may 

not be true. 

 

So I think we should not proclaim the hypothesis as if it were true – as true as the fact of human-inflicted 

suffering itself. The hypothesis cannot help the victims, for their only hope is that the hypothesis is false. 

And if the hypothesis is false, proclaiming it is true can harm the victims by promoting a self-fulfilling 

prophecy that could discourage activism as futile. 

 

KD: The majority of human beings are completely speciesist and regard (other) animals as inferior to 

ourselves and fit to be exploited for human “benefit” including mere curiosity. 

 

This is alas numerically true. But it does not follow that the hearts of the majority cannot be reached, and 

opened. There are many historical precedents for this in wrongs that humans have inflicted on humans 

(colonialism, feudalism, slavery, bondage, genocide, warfare, torture, rape, subjugation of women, 
infanticide, racism). It cannot be said that these wrongs have been eradicated, but they have been 

outlawed in the democratic parts of the world. Nor can it be said that the majority of human beings either 

practices or condones them. 

 

It is still legal, however, to do all these things (colonialism, feudalism, slavery, bondage, genocide, 

warfare, torture, rape, subjugation of females, infanticide, racism) to other species. And it is true that the 

vast majority of human beings either do some of these things or consume their products. But there is 

evidence also that in the global information era we are becoming increasingly aware and appalled at these 

practices, and condoning them less and less. It is toward this awakening that activism is having a growing 

effect. 

 

KD: The majority of human beings… regard (other) animals as… fit to be exploited for human “benefit” 

including mere curiosity. 

 

True, but here (in my opinion) is the conflation that we activists should avoid at all costs: With the vast 

majority of humanity still supporting the bondage and slaughter of animals, despite the total absence (in 

most parts of the world) of any necessity for human health or survival (-HS), just for taste, fashion and 

fun, this should never be conflated with life-saving biomedical measures (+HS). 

 

People still demanding bondage and slaughter for -HS uses certainly won’t renounce it for +HS uses. 

Conflating the two can only strengthen the resistance to renouncing either. The call to renounce +HS can 

only expect a serious and sympathetic hearing once -HS has been renounced (or is at least far closer to 

being renounced than it is today). 

 

(This is not at all to deny that much of biomedical research on animals, too, is -HS, as Kathrin Herrmann 

and many others are showing, should be exposed by activists as such, and should be abolished. But any 

implication that it was wrong to try to save the life of this dying man is not going to encourage people to 

renounce -HS. I believe it would be more helpful to use it to draw the -HS/+HS distinction, and point out 

that unlike +HS, -HS has no moral justification at all.) 

 

KD: Among the latest animal-abuse crazes is the factory-farming of octopuses. Of course! We just HAVE 

TO BE ABLE TO EAT THESE ANIMALS! 

 

Of course eating octopuses (“sea food”), whether factory-farmed or “naturally” harvested and 

slaughtered, falls squarely under -HS use, alongside the use and slaughter (whether factory-farmed, 

“traditionally” farmed, or hunted) of whales, seals, fish, chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys, pigs, cows, 
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calves, sheep, goats, lobsters, crabs, shrimp, mussels… any sentient species that is not necessary for 

human HS. 

 

KD: The human nightmare is too overwhelming and it cannot be stopped although those of us who care 

about animals and object to how viciously we treat them must continue to raise our voices. 

 

Yes, let’s continue our activism on all fronts to protect the tragic victims from our anthropogenic horrors, 

but, please, for the sake of present and future victims, no matter how frustrated and impatient (and angry) 

we feel that the horrors keep persisting, let us not proclaim the hypothesis that they are “too 

overwhelming and cannot be stopped.” 

 

Stevan Harnad  

Editor, Animal Sentience  

Professeur de psychologie, Université du Québec à Montréal  
Adjunct Professor of Cognitive Science, McGill University  

Emeritus Professor of Cognitive Science, University of Southampton  

Comité consultatif, Droit animalier du Québec (DAQ) 

 

 

Veda Stram’s comment on January 22 

 

“Try to pretend to be more optimistic.” REALLY? Reasons and justifications to not be DISGUSTINGLY 

upset and opposed to breeding, confining, depriving individual LIVING beings of anything AND 

EVERYTHING that could be natural to them, slitting their throats in front of their family and friends for 

‘food’ that only happens to satisfy a few moments of ‘human tastebuds’? Optimism? BE VEGAN. Or be 

cruel. 

 

 

Stevan’s response to Veda’s comment on January 23 

Fighting the Four Fs 

 

As a vegan activist and an admirer of Veda Stram‘s quarter century of work on behalf of animals, I agree 

completely with her comment. What humans have been doing to nonhuman animals — and not out of 

life/death Darwinian necessity for survival or health, but only for the four Fs: Flavour, Fashion, 

Finance and Fun — is monstrous and getting worse with time. 

 

But, as Veda stresses in her guidance to activists, there are many different strategies for trying to inspire 

people to stop hurting — or contributing to hurting — animals. If we knew for sure which strategy works, 

or works best, we’d flock to doing it. But we don’t know. So we have to go by the little available 

evidence, and our own feelings. 

 

I too feel disgusted — in fact, worse, outraged: enraged, and wishing I could make the human race vanish 

instantly — when I contemplate the unspeakable horrors we are inflicting on countless victims every 

second of every day, gratuitously, just for the four Fs. 

 

But then I turn my thoughts away from the perpetrators to the victims, and ask myself what good my 

feelings of impotent rage — or their expression — can do the victims: Can I shame people into 

renouncing the four Fs and going vegan? Some, perhaps. But the little evidence we have about the effects 

of different strategies suggests that trying to shame people far more often inspires resentment and 

rejection rather than empathy and reform. 

http://animalstudiesrepository.org/animsent/
https://professeurs.uqam.ca/professeur/harnad/
https://www.mcgill.ca/psychology/about/faculty-0/affiliate-and-adjunct
http://www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/people/harnad
https://daq.quebec/lois-et-reglements/
https://www.all-creatures.org/ff/cont-stram_veda.html
https://generic.wordpress.soton.ac.uk/skywritings/2022/01/13/drawing-the-line-on-human-vital-necessities/#comment-646
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Another strategy about which it’s hard to imagine that it would inspire people to reform is to state that 

people are incorrigible. Even if we believe that people are incorrigible, it’s best not to say it, lest it 

become a self-fulfilling prophecy, discouraging activists and emboldening the practitioners of the four Fs 

to dig in even deeper into their ways. 

 

This was the reason I suggested feigning optimism even if we don’t feel it: Not to pretend the horrors are 

not horrors — monstrous, impardonable horrors — but to keep alive the only hope there is for the 

victims: that humanity can change for the better, as it has done in the past with slavery, racism, sexism 

and a lot of other wrongs we’ve done and have since rejected, despite the fact that they too were driven by 

three of the four Fs. 

 

Not only do I recommend assuming that humans are corrigible as a strategy, I actually believe it is true 

that people’s hearts can be opened.  

 

I’d like to close by mentioning another sad fact that animal activists are alas all familiar with too: the 

tendency of activists to turn on one another. On the one hand, it’s completely understandable: The vast 

majority of people are perpetrators — because of the four Fs — of the animal agony we are fighting to 

end. Vegan activists are a tiny minority, and we all have daily experience of having to face the apathy or 

active antipathy of the perpetrators, starting often with our own family and our friends. This gives rise to a 

lot of frustration, disappointment, and, yes, sometimes an adversarial defensiveness, a sense that the 

world, inhumane and hostile, is against animals — and us. 

 

This adversarial feeling has to be resisted, again mainly because it does no good for the animal victims, 

rather the opposite — but especially when it overflows into defensiveness even toward fellow vegan-

activists whose strategy diverges from our own, or even just appears to. We sometimes feel we’re facing 

the majority mentality, the mentality of the exploiters and the condoners, even when it is not there. 

 

 

https://generic.wordpress.soton.ac.uk/skywritings/2019/01/06/strategy-proposal-for-global-transition-to-non-animal-alternatives/
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